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CITING YOUR SOURCES

In-text Citations / Parenthetical Documentation:  You must cite any ideas you use from any of your sources.  All 
quotes, summaries and paraphrased information must be cited.  The period comes after the citation in parentheses.

One author-If you do not name the author in the text, include the authorôs last name and the page number in parentheses:  
(Howard 421).  If you name the author in the text, you only need to include the page number in parentheses:  (421).

Two or three authors-Include each authorôs name in parentheses, separated by ñandò:  (Rogers and Smith 15).

More than three authors-Either list allthe authors in the same order that they appear in the Works Cited section or list 
only the first author followed by ñet alò:  (Smith et al. 301).

Works with editors or translators instead of authors-Use editorôs last name:  (Bloom 25).

Two or more works by the same author-To distinguish between works by the same author, include an abbreviated version 
of the works title, separated from the authorôs name by a comma:  (Smith, Language143). If you mention the 
authorôs name in the text, include only the abbreviated title and the page number:  (Language143).  If you mention 
the author and title in the text, include only the page number:  (143).

Multiple sources in the same citation-Use semicolons to separate different sources within one parenthetical citation:  
(Smith 12; Johnson 42; Howard 421).

Works with no author listed-In place of the authorôs name include the workôs title or part of the title in the parenthetical 
note and write it exactly how it appears in the citation:  (ñDress Code Ruling Overturnedò) or (ñDress Codeò).

Government documents-If no author is listed, use the government agency that produced the report:  (Department of Labor 
9).

Electronic sources-If there is an author and page number follow standard rules:  (Smith 2).  If the workhas no author, 
substitute a short version of the title:  (ñGeology Graduate Programs Listing,ò 2).  If the work does not use page 
numbers, substitute a section number or paragraph number, using the abbreviations ñsec.ò or ñpar.ò:  (ñDerby 
Winner,ò par.3).

The Work Cited Section:  Every work that you cite parenthetically within the text of your paper also should appear in 
the Works Cited page at the end of your paper.  The title ñWorks Citedò should be centered at the top of your page.  
Alphabetize the Works Cited list by authorôs last name.  For works that do not have a listed author, alphabetize by 
title of first word, ignoring ñAò, ñAnò, or ñThe.ò

Plagiarismis using othersô words without giving them credit and includes:
¶ Failing to cite ideas, expressions, or paraphrases that arenôt your own
¶ Copying phrases, sentences, or paragraphs verbatim without citing the source
¶ Simply replacing a sourceôs original words with synonyms
¶ Copying or mimicking a sourceôs original words with synonyms
¶ Submitting essays or parts of essays written by others as your own
¶ Structuring an essay in a similar way without crediting the original author (if the ideas you use and the conclusion 

you reach are similar)


